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From the Director
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Adopt-a-Monument
on Ardnamurchan

entailed and to envisage what the
lives of itinerant charcoal burners
must have been like. Coralie and
Hamish (see 60 Second Interview)
pop up in both these articles as
offering specialist input – how do
they manage to cover all that they
do without proper funding?
Dave Crosbie of Tree-ditions is
someone we have worked with
over many years – always able
to help us bring archaeology to
life, whether that is demonstrating
ancient building techniques,
teaching stone carving or using
plants for dyes – he is great with
audiences of all ages. Lovely to
read about his woodland work with
young people and be part of that
transformational journey. Trees for
Life open up the montane habitat
of Glen Affric for us to mourn
Scotland’s loss but rejoice in the
fact that someone is trying to do
something about that. If all that
has inspired you to want to learn
more about Scotland’s Woodland
History, why not take up Noel
Fojut’s invitation to join the Native
Woodland Discussion Group –
they are a friendly bunch by all
accounts.
Eila Macqueen, Director

Greadal Fhinn Neolithic cairn © P. Murtagh

A

rchaeology Scotland has been
awarded a grant to carry out a
two-year programme of work on
Ardnamurchan, incorporating part of
our Adopt-a-Monument programme
and extending it to include archaeological fieldwork, excavations, experimental archaeology and innovative
interpretation, focusing on various
aspects of the historical environment
of the peninsula. We will be working
alongside the Ardnamurchan History
and Heritage Association and various
landowners and crofters including the
Ardnamurchan Estate.
The Real Wild West: Adopt-aMonument on Ardnamurchan
programme is part of a new £5
million Scottish programme of projects
to invest in the Highlands and Islands,
to provide more and better quality
opportunities for visitors to enjoy
natural and cultural heritage assets.
The Natural and Cultural Heritage

Fund is led by Scottish Natural
Heritage (now NatureScot) and is
part funded through the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF).
The Natural and Cultural Heritage
Fund will encourage people to visit
some of the more remote and rural
areas and create and sustain jobs,
businesses and services in local
communities. The purpose of the
fund is to promote and develop the
outstanding natural and cultural
heritage of the Highlands and Islands
in a way that conserves and protects
them.
The programme will launch before
Christmas 2020 and there will be
lots of opportunities for Archaeology
Scotland members to get involved.
Please visit the new Archaeology
Scotland website in New Year to find
out more.

ARCHAEOLOGY SCOTLAND NEWS

Real Wild West

A

s the nights draw in and
autumn leaves fall, it seems
a very fitting time to take a
look at our woodland heritage in
Scotland. We were thrilled to be
invited to collaborate on a new
educational resource – another of
Matt Ritchie’s suite of Forestry and
Land Scotland outdoor learning
materials – that would explore
the world of dendrochronology.
Working with Dr Coralie Mills
and Marcia Cook from Friends
of Dundonald Castle, our own
Jennifer Thoms took on the task
of contributing to this illustrated
booklet. You can read a full
review by Lisa Brown of Historic
Environment Scotland at the end of
the magazine and we have kindly
been supplied with some copies
that are available from the AS
office if you are interested.
Keeping with the tree-ring dating
theme for a moment, Coralie’s
article presents such a passionate
insight into our woodland history
and the fact that Scottish dendro/
woodland heritage is unique.
Behind the article there is a cry for
help and a plea to recognise issues
and do something about them.
We are so lucky to have Coralie
Mills and Anne Crone who have
built up Scottish reference data
and the contextual understanding.
We need more investment in this
subject so that the next generation
of specialists can be trained up
and learn the secrets of the trees.
Derek Hall’s heroic efforts
in excavating the Whitefriars
Friary in Perth provide us with
another glimpse of his fascinating
discoveries of the site. Read on to
find out more about superstition,
burial practices and wooden
objects. Northlight Heritage
led a project at Leny Woods to
learn by experimenting, what the
techniques of charcoal burning

Paul Murtagh, Senior Project Officer
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Learning from home

Discovery & Excavation

D

The Heritage Resources Portal © Archaeology Scotland

I

n response to the mass homeschooling
situation, we have created a ‘Learn from
Home’ section on the Heritage Resources
Portal’s homepage. The resources here are
specially selected as suitable for learners
and their parents, as compared to trained
teachers. Highlights include: Archaeology
Scotland’s ‘Heritage Hero Awards from
Home’; the Council for British Archaeology

and University of Lincoln’s online ‘Dig
School’, enquiry-based archaeology
workshops for secondary school students;
and ‘Learn, Create and Play with Historic
Environment Scotland’, a set of historic
activities aimed directly at the under-10s.
Youth Engagement Officer Rebecca Boyde
co-ordinates the Heritage Resources Portal.

New recruit

F

ernanda is our most
recent addition to the
Archaeology Scotland
team. As a trainee, she will be
part of the Engagement and
Events team, undertaking a
variety of different activities
to enrich her knowledge
and experience working in
the heritage sector. After
completing a BA in History
and French and an MA in
Art History and Museum
Curating at the University of
Sussex, she has participated
in various heritage projects
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including the co-curation
of the exhibition Record of
a Journey for West Dean’s
2019 Arts and Crafts
Festival. Her main area of
interest lays in exploring the
role of food in disclosing
aspects of gender
construction. She has also
recently discovered her
passion for ceramics and
textiles. Fernanda is an avid
dancer of Latin rhythms,
and enjoys baking and
travelling in her spare time.

iscovery and Excavation in Scotland
(DES) is available as part of our
Enhanced Membership. It provides
an accessible, comprehensive, current and
informative guide to archaeological work
being undertaken across Scotland. Included
in the journal is fieldwork undertaken by
commercial units and archaeologists, local
societies, universities, community groups
and independent researchers in Scotland
each year. The entries, which are generally
short summaries, include the date, National
Grid Reference, archive location of the
full report and details of the main finds.
National Museums Scotland publish details
about the finds they receive as Treasure
Trove; those are mainly finds retrieved
through metal detecting, or chance finds
encountered when farming or otherwise
working outdoors. DES also contains
appendices on radiocarbon dates and on
current post-graduate research.
Dr Jennifer Thoms has been the ‘new’
Editor since August 2019 and has had
an eventful first year in post, with working
from home due to Covid-19 providing
unexpected challenges. DES is usually
launched at our Archaeological Research in
Progress conference in May, but due to the
pandemic this year’s conference took place
online and there was no physical launch for
DES. Overcoming the challenges involved
in working remotely from the office delayed

This year’s
DES ©
Archaeology
Scotland

the production of DES but it was eventually
completed and sent out to members in July.
Jennifer Thoms was previously our
Learning Officer at Archaeology Scotland,
so knows the organisation well and is
delighted to take on this new role. If you
have an entry for DES the deadline for
next year’s edition is 15 November. There
are details on the Archaeology Scotland
website about how to submit material, as
well as information on how to enrol as a
member. Past editions, up to 2016, can
also be accessed, from this web page:
https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/join-us/
discovery-and-excavation-scotland/

AGM and Members’ Day goes online

O
Fernanda © Archaeology Scotland

ur annual AGM and Members’ Day
event is going digital this year. We
are delighted to announce that on the
morning of Saturday 28 November, there will
be an opportunity to hear a talk from Emily
Freeman, Manager of Scotland’s Treasure
Trove Unit about their work, as well as other
sessions for members and guests.
We were due to be at the impressive
Linlithgow Burgh Halls but pleased to say that
the venue has allowed us to rebook for 2021.
Hopefully our virtual event this year will entice

members to pop online from the comfort of
your own homes. Your attendance is much
appreciated.
Full details of the programme along with our
annual accounts and the minutes of the last
AGM will be available on our website in early
November. A reminder email will be sent out
to all members with details of how to join the
online event so in the meantime, please save
the date.
Eila Macqueen, Director
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Our Scottish Woodland
Heritage

Coralie Mills with fallen sampled 16th-century Old Oak at Dalkeith © Anna Deacon

T

rees and woods are archaeology.
There, I’ve said it out loud. They’re a
wonderful sort of living archaeology.
Some people call this ‘biocultural heritage’,
situated in the overlap between cultural
and natural heritage, all too often seen
as separate realms in modern minds, but
not so much in the past where woodland
resources were crucial to almost every
aspect of life.
Scottish woods have a distinct and
complex story, and each woodland has its
own unique biography, but our net national
trajectory over thousands of years has been
one of deforestation. That trend was only
reversed in the last century, mainly through
the extensive plantation work of the Forestry
Commission. Even so, we are still one of
the least wooded countries in Europe. More
recently the benefits of native woodland
8 – ISSUE 39

expansion, whether through planting or
natural regeneration, are becoming widely
recognized in addressing climate and
biodiversity crises.
We have only a tiny fraction of our ancient
woodland surviving in Scotland, often in
‘unsatisfactory’ condition due largely to
deer grazing impacts. In fact, apart from
some inaccessible ravine, scree and loch
island woods, most ancient woodland is
‘semi-natural ‘and has been modified or
impacted at some point. Our rare ancient
woods are precious reserves from which we
could learn about the past and grow the
future, meriting more research. I’ve also
learned to appreciate old working woods
and plantations for their cultural and natural
heritage value; some are surprisingly old
and archaeological features often survive
well within them. Lidar survey is a huge help

in such work as it can ‘see
new techniques like isotope
and genetic studies will
through’ the tree canopy.
make our annually-resolved
Woodland heritage is
sample archives hugely
a huge field that crosses
valuable for future research,
many disciplines and
not only in archaeology.
interests, there’s always
Two archaeo-dendrosomething new to learn.
chronologists, Anne Crone
At my consultancy
at AOC Archaeology and
‘Dendrochronicle’ we
me, have developed this
adopt a holistic approach,
field in Scotland over the last
whether in cultural wooded
30 years. I could elaborate
landscape studies or
on how exciting our field
analysis of material from
is – but no need, all is
archaeological sites
explained in the new FLS
and old buildings. I am
Dendrochronology learning
assisted in this approach
resource (a collaboration
by my colleagues, forester
with Archaeology Scotland)
and native woodlands
available as a free pdf
expert Peter Quelch, and
download (see book review,
archaeologist and green
woodworker Hamish Darrah p.30)
The investigation
(see 60-second interview,
of archaeological
p.28). More on our work
timbers is not just about
and plentiful free resources
dendrochronology; the
can be found at www.
woodworking evidence left
dendrochronicle.co.uk –
on their surfaces tells us
see also ‘Dendrochronicle’
about the old technologies
on Twitter, Facebook and
used to create them,
our new You Tube channel.
Plug over!
Ultimately every piece
of old timber, wood or
charcoal is a precious
surviving fragment of its
parent wood and can tell
us much about its origins.
Imagine if an old pot sherd
could tell you the exact year
and location in which it was
made! Well that is the magic
of dendrochronology, it is
possible to date timbers to
a precise year of felling and
to determine where their
parent trees grew. As well
as dating structures, those
same timbers can tell wider
stories of trade, climate and Hamish Darrah coring in St Giles’ bell tower
environmental change, and 1459 in Darnaway Forest © Coralie Mills

while identification of tree
species, form, size, age,
etc. allows us to open a
window onto the woodland
of origin, especially
with accompanying
dendrochronology to identify
date and source.
We have to start with
the trees themselves to be
able to discover this sort
of information. The only
way to dendro-date or
provenance archaeological
timber is through having
an extensive network of
reference tree-ring data of
known date and origin, for
each tree species, across
all potential source regions.
In Scotland’s case that
means accessing reference
data not just from Scotland
but from Scandinavia, the
Baltic and, in colonial times,
from across the globe,
North America in particular.
But interestingly, not
England! Despite extensive

for SESOD; oaks felled AD 1453 and
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Badden Cottage, Kincraig – native pine ‘composite cruck’ dendro-dated to AD 1801 in SCOT2K © Coralie Mills
dendrochronological work in England, not
a stick of Scottish timber has yet been found
there, or vice versa. Our woodland histories
are distinct and largely separate.
Did you know that it is far easier to identify
imported timber in Scotland’s built heritage
than to recognize our own native timber?
Considerable investment is needed to build
up the native Scottish reference data to
redress this balance, and to catch up with
our better-supported dendro-colleagues in
other countries. Our dendro-databanks are
still skewed to imported timber, especially
from the mid 15th century onwards, this
importation largely a consequence of losses
in Scottish woodland cover; but our view is
10 – ISSUE 39

skewed by difficulties in recognizing homegrown material through the many gaps in
regional reference data for native species.
We are gradually redressing this imbalance,
and incorporating this issue into national
and regional archaeological research
frameworks.
Currently I’m developing a regional native
oak reference chronology for south-east
Scotland through the HES-funded ‘SESOD’
project. To start the process, we seek a
long-lived living tree site for our chosen
species, to provide the anchor in known
time and space. I’ve taken samples from
the amazing Old Oaks at Dalkeith Park to
create a chronology back to the mid 16th

century. Their tree-rings have revealed a
closely dated story of how this wooded park
developed, with some famous historical
characters involved in its depletion and
renewal; all will be revealed in the final
SESOD publication.
One then looks for historic timbers of
that species in the same region, in a bid to
overlap with the older end of the living tree
record and so extend the chronology back
in time. This is a challenging mission, a
cross between a jigsaw with many missing
pieces and the proverbial hunt for a needle
in a haystack. The ravages of war across
the face of SE Scotland haven’t helped,
because so many old buildings were

burned down. Furthermore, one cannot tell
without analysis where the timber comes
from. But after extensive reconnaissance,
I have whittled down the SESOD selection
(focus on pre-1700 structures) to eight key
sites; Ancrum Old Bridge remains, Abbey
Strand at Holyrood, Fast Castle, George
Heriot’s School, Neidpath Castle, St Giles’
in Edinburgh, St Mary’s in Haddington
and Traquair House. Although the work is
ongoing, it is already evident that native
oak in SE Scottish buildings is rarer than
hen’s teeth, indeed any old oak timber is
scarce. It should be regarded as a hugely
valuable research resource where it survives.
The most spectacular SESOD results so far
WINTER 2020 – 11
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Rod,
staff
and
grave
Wood use
in Perth’s
Carmelite
Friary

Caerlaverock Castle Wood ancient pollarded oak – Hamish for scale – recorded in Historic Woodland Assessment work for HES
© Coralie Mills
are from St Giles’ tower; see my guest blog
for HES https://blog.historicenvironment.
scot/2020/06/dendrochronology-st-gilescathedral/
Most archaeo-dendrochronological work
in NW Europe has focused on oak but
in Scotland we continue to develop (with
dendro-climatologist Rob Wilson) reference
data for native Scots pine too, found in
many Scottish buildings though rarely on
archaeological sites. We sometimes find
other native timber, like ash, elm and birch
in vernacular buildings while alder often
turns up on waterlogged sites like crannogs.
The process of developing tree-ring records
for some of these species has begun but
we have a long way to go and serious
investment is required.
Scottish woodland heritage merits much
more attention; dendrochronology and
archaeological wood specialisms can reveal
so much about the past. It is not all sunshine
and wild roses in this field. Specialist skills
training within Scottish archaeology needs
significant investment to develop the next
generation of specialists, our discipline
especially. Also, Scotland differs from
12 – ISSUE 39

other European countries by having poor
protocols for recording, retention or analysis
of historic timberwork impacted by work in
Listed Buildings, let alone in undesignated
ones. Very little dendrochronology is ever
commissioned for Scottish historic buildings.
We know that such timberwork is being
discarded without record, in stark contrast
to England where several dendro-labs
thrive on Listed Buildings work. This has
to change if we are properly to cherish
and understand Scotland’s distinct built
heritage, woodlands and timber trade
history. Institutions here also need to help
find a permanent archiving solution for
the irreplaceable Scottish tree-ring sample
collections we have amassed over 30+
years of dedicated hard slog. We have
begun discussions with various national
bodies on these inter-related challenges,
and would appreciate the support of the
wider Scottish archaeological community in
this endeavour. Our old timbers, trees and
woods have many remarkable stories left to
tell.
Dr Coralie M Mills, Dendrochronicle

Staff burial SK1406 © D. Hall

T

he author recently
completed the
excavation of virtually
the whole of Perth’s
Carmelite (Whitefriars)
friary in advance of the
site’s redevelopment by
Manorgate Ltd. At the
developer’s wish, this was
done largely on his own

over a period of 131 weeks
between 2014 and 2018.
The friary, known as
Tullilum, was founded in
1262 and throughout its
occupation maintained
strong links with the Bishop
of Dunkeld, and for a
period actually operated

as the headquarters of the
Bishopric. The friary church
was substantially remodelled
and extended by Bishop
George Brown in the early
16th century. The friary was
abandoned and apparently
demolished at the Scottish
Reformation of 1559.
The excavations of the
two phases of the Carmelite
church revealed several
unusual burial practices
involving wooden objects
and grave linings. At least
27 of the 304 human
burials that were excavated,
recorded, lifted and boxedup, were buried with long
pieces of green wood (the
bark is still present) that
resembled staffs. These had
been cut and laid alongside
the body at the time of
burial, and their function
or meaning is something
of a mystery. These pieces
of wood are not thick
enough to be used as staffs
so probably have some
symbolic meaning. Other
WINTER 2020 – 13
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Pregnant female burial with crossed elder branches SK1113 © D. Hall
examples have been found
from sites in Scandinavia
(Trondheim Cathedral)
and from Hulton Abbey in
Staffordshire, but there are
no other recorded examples
from Scotland. The
‘batons’ found with some
of the burials in St Giles’
Cathedral in Edinburgh
are of a different nature
(Franklin and Collard 2006,
22). There is also a single
example of a burial at Perth
Whitefriars that has a bundle
14 – ISSUE 39

of wooden ‘rods’ buried
beside its right hip. The only
staff burial at Whitefriars
that has been radiocarbondated so far (SK1406,
photo on p.15) has given a
date of 631± 28 BP which
calibrates to 1290–1430
AD at 95.4% (GU51723). A
female who had apparently
died in childbirth was
buried with branches of
Elder (Sambucas nigra) laid
on her chest in a Saltire
cross shape, and has been

radiocarbon-dated to 401±
20 BP which calibrates to
1441–1511 AD at 95.4%
(GU53500R) (SK1113,
photo above). It is of interest
that the latter date indicates
that the practice of burying
people with associated
pieces of wood was still
taking place in the 15th and
early 16th centuries.
Perth is well known in
the Scottish archaeological
community for its anaerobic
(oxygen-free) deposits,
which enable the excellent
survival of wooden and
other organic materials
of a medieval date. It is
interesting to see such
survival at a site that lies at
least a mile away to the west
of the medieval burgh. Back
in 1982 when the site was
first excavated by the author,
the eastern part of the friary
church contained at least
three wood-lined graves
located just in front of the
altar (Hall 1989, 103). The
graves had been dug into
the church floor and then
lined with wooden planks.
This created an enclosed
space for the burial and was
not a portable coffin. In the
more recent excavations
(2017) another woodlined grave was located
in a mural tomb in the
church’s southern wall.
This contained ‘translated’
human bone, in other words
a burial that had been
moved from elsewhere in
the church and laid out in
the wood-lined space. It was
clear that the bones had

Large wood-lined grave (after burials had been lifted) © D. Hall
been moved, because when they were laid
out in the grave the ball socket joints at the
top of the femurs had been placed facing
out rather than in. The wood used in the
wood-lined graves at Perth Whitefriars in the
1982 excavations was identified as being
both oak and pine, and at the time it was
suggested that it had been reused, possibly
from somewhere else in the building. In the
2015 excavations another wood-lined grave
was found at the western end of the church
and this one contained three burials. The
middle burial in the grave was a very tall
adult male with an iron bracelet on his right
wrist; in fact he was so tall that there was
not enough room for a side panel at the
foot of the grave. The burials on either side
were younger and of a more usual height,
and intriguingly one of them had a wooden
staff similar to those described above. The
grave measured 2.5m square and had a
surviving planked lid, side panels and a
planked base (photo above). It belongs to
the latest phase of the Carmelite church
so is liable to be of 16th-century date, and
so far it has not been possible to find any
parallels for a grave of that size and nature.
The planks on the base are clearly reused
from somewhere else, possibly the church
Single wood-lined grave © D. Hall
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A Platform to Grow
Woodland heritage and
community archaeological
training in Leny Woods

Forked baton © D. Hall
when it was remodelled by the Bishop of
Dunkeld in the 16th century.
The ongoing analysis of the wooden
artefacts by Coralie Mills and Hamish
Darrach has identified the wood species
present as hazel (Corylus avellana); oak
(Quercus sp.); the Pomoideae sub-family
which are most likely to be hawthorn
(Crataegus monogyna), apple (Malus
spp.) or pear (Pyrus communis); holly (Ilex
aquifolium) or blackthorn (Prunus spinosa);
and elder (Sambucus nigra). It is long
slender roundwood hazel rods that have
been cut and used as the ‘staffs’ that are
placed in with selected burials. These hazel
rods range in age from 4 to 13 years with
most falling between six and eight years,
which matches a hazel coppice rotation
length. However the presence of some rods
of an older age may indicate that not all of
the hazel rods came from formally coppiced
material, some could be hedgerow or seminatural woodland material. At least two also
had basal tears which may be the result
of adventitious pulling as opposed to the
knife-cutting expected from formal coppice
cutting.
Included in the small finds are a
number of much shorter oak ‘batons’,
which are highly worked objects of more
or less rectangular cross-section. The
best preserved of these has incised line
decorations, and the fork appears to be
formed so as to have been able to clasp
another, now lost, object. There is a split
16 – ISSUE 39

below the carved base of the fork as if some
force has been exerted in pushing this baton
onto another object. The baton was lying
lengthwise in the grave with the fork facing
towards the feet of the deceased, which
may or may not be meaningful with regards
to any prior purpose and orientation. The
worked small finds will be subject to further
artefactual investigation.
The survival of such an unusual group
of wooden artefacts on a site such as Perth
Whitefriars allows for a more considered
analysis of what might be the meaning of
what, on the face of it, would appear to
be very superstitious beliefs in a Christian
context, and reinforces the ability of
archaeological excavation to bring us closer
to the people of the past.
Derek Hall
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Led by Paul Cookson (Green Aspirations), experiences gained at Leny Wood through producing charcoal in both modern metal and traditional
earth kilns allowed volunteers to delve deeper into the lives of the charcoal burners and helped interpret the archaeological remains. ©
Northlight Heritage

L

eny Woods lie just to the west of
Callander, on the steep south-facing
slopes of the Pass of Leny. Oak is
widespread across the hillside, with other
native species such as birch and pine,
and including smaller stands of conifer
and beech. The woodland was managed
throughout the 18th and 19th centuries as
productive coppice, on an approximately
twenty-year rotation across three different
areas known as haggs. The coppiced
trees ensured a continuous source of
wood for the production of charcoal,
used for centuries in the production and
working of metal and, more latterly, bark
for the tanning industries of the central
belt. This work was undertaken by mobile
communities living in and caring for the
woodlands, building their charcoal kilns
on distinctive platforms terraced into the
hillside.

The Leny Woods Community Archaeology
Project included archival investigation, a
historic woodlands survey, archaeological
excavation and a range of training and
outreach events, all centered on the wellpreserved charcoal burning platforms found
within the woodlands. The training project
was funded by Forestry and Land Scotland
and delivered by Northlight Heritage. It
aimed to complement the wider work of
the Callander Landscape Partnership by
providing a training project with which to
develop community skills and experience –
an exemplar pilot model of archaeological
work that could be replicated elsewhere in
the area.
Developed in line with Scotland’s
Archaeology Strategy, the project had three
principal aims: to better understand the
chronology and function of the woodland
heritage in Leny Woods, particularly in
WINTER 2020 – 17
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regard to charcoal burning in its wider
historical and cultural context; to create
a range of professionally-led volunteer
training opportunities that were available
to both local and wider participants; and
to provide unique opportunities for outdoor
archaeological learning, skills development
and a celebration of the cultural heritage.
Initial archaeological survey of Leny
Woods built upon comprehensive earlier
work by the Association of Certificated
Field Archaeologists in 2000. These surveys
identified a series of eighteen distinct
platforms, along with a further seventeen
that were less pronounced. Most were
strung out across the lower slopes, although
more isolated examples existed on higher
ground.
The platforms comprise level terraces,
circular or oval on plan, and formed by
cutting into the upslope side and depositing
this material on the downslope side. The
platform was often retained by a dry stone
revetment wall. The platforms in Leny
Woods usually measure between 6m and
10m in diameter, with the occasional larger
example measuring up to 13m in diameter.
The scale and style of the revetment wall

varies in relation to the steepness of the
slope, and some of the platforms had
drainage hoods around their rear end.
When in use, seasoned logs would have
been piled up into a tight cone on each
platform and then covered in earth and turf
to form an airtight mound. This ensured that
the wood slowly charred when the kiln was
burning over a number of days. The kiln
needed to be carefully tended to ensure that
air wasn’t drawn through cracks to ruin the
burn, with additional soil on hand to patch
up any cracks that developed.
Demand for charcoal increased in the
mid to late 18th century during the early
development of the blast furnace and,
in 1759, the Carron Ironworks signed a
contract with Elizabeth Buchannan (then
owner of Leny Estate) for the use of wood at
Leny. The skills of the charcoal burner would
have been in high demand at this time,
moving from woodland to woodland. There
are records of charcoal burners taking the
soil that they used to cover their kilns with
them from site to site, so accustomed were
they to the properties of their particular soil
and how it would react during prolonged
heating.

This anatomy of a charcoal burning platform was pieced together through the survey and excavation of several different sites.
Terraced into the slope at the rear with a drystone revetment wall at the front, the level surface of the platform bore many
individual kilns over time, and may have been extended on several occasions. A drainage hood has been cut around the rear
(illustration by Alan Braby) © FLS
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This reconstruction of a charcoal burn in progress shows the coppiced trees, seasoned wood and charcoal burner’s hut in the
background. The charcoal burner is shown lighting the kiln from above using hot embers, alongside all the tools and materials
he needs to control the long burn. He uses the wattle panels to control the airflow and has water on hand to rapidly cool the
kiln when opening, preventing the whole kiln from going up in flames (illustration by Alan Braby) © FLS

One of the charcoal burning platforms chosen for excavation © Northlight Heritage
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The pilot model

The Leny Woods Community Archaeology Project was broken into three key stages,
with a range of training and volunteering opportunities and a series of expert-led
workshops to help participants understand the various archaeological processes and
methodologies involved. The Project Design was specifically structured and planned
to facilitate an accessible and practical training programme – an exemplar pilot
model of archaeological work that could be replicated elsewhere in the area by the
Callander Landscape Partnership.
Stage 1:
• a Project Design workshop, sharing insights in planning and procurement
• archaeological desk-based assessment and workshop exploring the process and
methodology
• historical archive research and workshop (led by Morag Cross)
• an archaeological walkover survey of the woods
• a historic woodland assessment and an outdoor workshop (led by Coralie Mills
and Peter Quelch)
• a programme of targeted archaeological measured survey

Excavating a charcoal burning platform © Northlight Heritage

Oak bark for the leather tanning industry
was also valuable in the 18th and 19th
centuries and would have been stripped
from the trees, perhaps by the charcoal
burners themselves, prior to the wood being
cut to appropriate lengths and stacked to
season. Some Carron Company letters
indicate that the money obtained from
selling the bark would virtually cover the
price of leasing the woodland.
Dendrochronological work carried out
as part of the project identified that the
last oak coppicing episode occurred in the
1890s, marking the end of a long history
of traditional bark stripping and charcoal
production. A phase of singling the coppice
stools occurred at the very start of the
20th century, marking a shift in woodland
management away from coppice to a focus
on timber production.
Although undoubtedly many of the visible
platforms within Leny Woods relate to
18th- and 19th-century charcoal making,
excavation of three examples showed that at
least some underwent phases of resurfacing
and expansion, the increase in size perhaps
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relating to the increase in demand from
early iron works. The presence of two pieces
of clay pipe manufactured in Edinburgh
between 1640 and 1660 certainly suggests
that some of the platforms were being used
prior to the 18th century, while a sample
of charcoal from an unusual charcoalrich pit, set immediately next to one of the
larger platforms, was radiocarbon dated to
the early to mid 15th century, showing the
tradition of charcoal making in Leny Woods
could stretch back at least 600 years.
Exploring the life of the charcoal
burners as part of the Leny Woods project
revealed methods of sustainable woodland
management that would once have
been widespread throughout Scotland’s
woodlands. The long-term and sustainable
practices of charcoal burning, coppicing
and bark-stripping have particular
resonance today, as we all look to plan
and adapt to the challenges and impacts of
climate change.
Matt Ritchie, Forestry and Land Scotland,
and David Sneddon, Clyde Archaeology

Stage 2:
• targeted excavations, to understand the nature of the archaeological deposits of
selected charcoal burning platforms better
• an experimental archaeology project, reconstructing and firing a charcoal
burning mound (led by Paul Cookson)
• a range of wider community learning and outreach opportunities involving local
schools and youth groups
Stage 3:
• full post-excavation analysis and
both academic and popular
publication, to ensure full
understanding and dissemination of
results
• share ‘pilot model’ methodology
and procurement good practice
(at a recent Chartered Institute
for Archaeologists / Scotland’s
Archaeology Strategy workshop for
example)
• archiving and finds allocation, to
ensure the proper completion of the
project

A charcoal burner (drawn by Alex Leonard) © FLS
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Discussing Scotland’s Native
Woodlands

Making an archaeological point © Judith Anderson

I

f you care about Scotland’s native
woodlands, then you might be interested
in the Native Woodlands Discussion
Group (NWDG). This not-for-profit
group is open to anyone interested in the
ecology, management and history of native
woodlands in Scotland and northern Britain.
To quote NWDG’s website:
Our membership includes an eclectic
mix of ecologists, foresters, staff from
government and non-government agencies,
people who work with restoration projects
or community woods, people involved in
woodland history and archaeology, students,
teachers and many others who share our
interests. We also have among our members
artists, musicians, writers and others who
draw inspiration as well as enjoyment from
our native woods. Our diversity makes for
great discussion and our membership’s
expertise fosters learning and sharing
opportunities.
NWDG is not an academic society, a
rewilding group or lobbying organisation.
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We do what is says on the tin – we discuss,
celebrate and enjoy Scotland’s native
woodlands.
We hold an annual excursion with as
many field visits as we can pack in, often
with local experts as guides. It’s usually
a three-nighter, with evening seminars,
socialising and our AGM. Recent visits
include Highland Perthshire, Mull, Loch
Maree, and Knapdale / Mid Argyll. The
2020 Excursion, to the Southern Lake
District, has been postponed until 2021 due
to Covid.
There is always plenty of historical and
sometimes archaeological content: as well
as the fascinating individual histories of
woods themselves, we look at how they
featured in the lives of those who lived there.
The inter-dependence of people and nature
always forms a strong theme.
We also organise workshops on topics
suggested by members. These are half- or
full-day events, with an expert leader. Recent
workshops have included using historic

Find out more

maps in woodland research, and woodland
For more information, see our website:
fungi. There’s a twice-yearly newsletter
www.nwdg.org.uk You will also find
which features news, photos and drawings,
discussion pages by searching on
alongside a range of volunteered or
‘Native Woodlands Discussion Group’
commissioned articles.
within Facebook, or follow us on
For some years now, NWDG has run the
Twitter: @TheNWDG
long-established, annual Woodland History
Conference. This day conference regularly
flourished within Scotland’s woodlands,
features new research, often bringing
makes me embarrassed about our simplistic
speakers from beyond Scotland to ensure
1980s mantra of ‘clear those b****y trees
a broader perspective. There is an archive
off the archaeology at once’! My interest
of past conference proceedings on our
in archaeology has waned, but my interest
website.
in the natural aspects of woodlands has
certainly deepened.
Bringing together those who approach
woodlands from an historical perspective
We live and learn – and we do it best
and those who approach from an ecological together. So why not give NWDG a try?
perspective, often sharing an interest in
We’re a friendly bunch and we believe
management and utilisation of woodlands,
woodlands matter – in the past, in the
makes obvious sense and creates synergies
present and for the future.
for all.
Noel Fojut
Reflecting on my own archaeological
experience, I realise I’ve been on a personal Reference
woodland journey. I became interested in
Stewart, M., 2016, Voices of the Forest:
things old and things woody as a teenager
A Social History of Scottish Forestry in the
Twentieth Century. Edinburgh (John Donald)
in Midlothian, exploring the wildlife of a
nearby area we called ‘The Woods’ (despite
almost all its trees having long since been
felled!). Research for my doctorate led me
to wonder where the wood came from, to fit
out the more than 75 brochs in near-treeless
Shetland: there’s no doubt we are ‘missing’
a lot of wood in the northern archaeological
record. Joining Historic Environment
Scotland’s predecessor in 1980, my first
duties included marking out archaeological
sites for preservation in advance of rampant
afforestation – ‘saving’ sites which I’d
surveyed in earlier years was particularly
satisfying.
Attending Woodland History Conferences
from the 1980s onwards, and more
recently NWDG excursions, has changed
my perspective on woods. From annoying
inconveniences, which either got planted, or
grew naturally, on precious archaeological
sites, I’ve increasingly come to see
woodlands as an integral part of our
heritage. Research like that described in
Natural or not? Native woodland covers old mine-workings in
this edition, or Mairi Stewart’s into the
Glen Strathfarrar © Noel Fojut
more recent human communities which
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Heritage in the now!

Using a shave horse to hold fast the workpiece © Tree-ditions

W

hen asked, ‘What
have you guys
been taught about
your East Lothian woodland
heritage at school then?’
There was a resounding
silence.
We were sat in the middle
of an ancient woodland
surrounded by trees in their
late spring, early summer’s
vibrant new shoots and
leaves. Birds in their full
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territorial song competitions,
both local and newly arrived
continental visitors. Dappled
shade flirting around in the
gentle breeze all around us.
The light smoke from the
fire wisping away up into the
canopy, licking the kettle on
the way past.
The group are a few
teenage girls, all of whom
have ‘done’ school to
the best of their abilities

but can’t find their magic
amongst the disparate
collection of peers
surrounding them. So, as it
turns out, they have had no
real understanding about
what their local heritage
– natural or physical – is
through their studies at
school.
Here begins their heritage
journey.
We embark on a journey
beginning with using the
water boiled in an old
enamel kettle to brew some
pine needle tea. This is an
opportunity to begin our
exploration of our natural
heritage. Humans have lived
as part of the ecosystem,
immersed in its biodiverse
complexity, knowing how to
utilise its bounty to sustain us
as a species. This we know
as we are still here now, at
least for the time being.
During our time in nature
our cultures have emerged
based on our experiences
and influences, from hunter
gatherers following the
animals which provided
for their every need, to the
farmer who has learned to
harness the cycle of seed to
flourishing fresh foods, and
settled to progress their skill
set.
From Traprain Law we are
able to discuss and observe
how our ancestors have
‘progressed’ from living in
the woods to working the
land on an industrial scale.
This was a seat of human
habitation from the Bronze

Age with a complex history,
and the activities undertaken
here are too many and
varied to give full credit to in
this wee article.
Throughout our time
together our wee band learn
to make fire from the most
basic materials, which we
can cook on to feed us and,
through learning ancient
techniques, allows us to
manipulate wood, make
glues and create dyes from
plant fibres, among many
other uses. By this time,
this quiet group of girls
were getting to know each
other and had engaged in
conversation and began
working together to share an
understanding of how these
activities begin to shape
how we did things: heat,
food, water, shelter.
From here we explore
later, more specialised
traditional tools and
techniques, showing
how our heritage is everevolving. This involves
learning to use tools to
prepare wood for use on
a pole lathe, in its form
little changed from early
medieval times. A simple
springy pole, treadle, work
bed, string and sharp
gouges, which were all
locally and sustainably
sourced and made in the
woods. We discussed how
this has evolved into the
modern day wood and
metal working lathes of
today.
Participating in the activity
of using these basic but
highly functional tools allows
the group to get handson, practical experience of

exactly how their ancestors
created the world around
us. Understanding the
progression from using sticks
and stones to strip bark to
make baskets, to advancing
to the pole lathe to make
chair legs that would have
been sent to chair making
factories for further refining
into finished items. Thus
discovering first-hand, the
way in which the countryside
has been formed by our
ancestors, learning from
what they did to advance
their knowledge, skills and
productivity.
What was a very shy,
quiet group of strangers
attending from different
schools managed to form

themselves into a productive
wee band of woodland
crafters. They got used to
being in nature and utilising
natural materials to learn
to make produce. They
harvested roots, plants,
bark, wood. They made
baskets, boxes, spoons.
They learned about their
ancestors. They learned
about themselves and how
we have become who we
are. They learned about
their local heritage.
Dave Crosbie, Tree-ditions
For more information about our
East Lothian-based woodland
crafts school, please visit our
website: tree-ditions.com,
email dave@tree-ditions.com
or phone 07562728572

A pole lathe in action © Tree-ditions
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do we start restoring that?!’ It’s been four
years since then, but perhaps there’s finally
an answer.
By working in partnership with the
National Trust for Scotland, we will establish
new seed sources for specialist and rare
montane trees on Trust land in Glen Affric.
Parts of the Glen hold some of the rarest
remaining montane willow colonies in the

UK. These colonies are fragile, but we now
have a chance to strengthen their foothold
by establishing three new clusters in West
Affric. This montane habitat expansion has
been made possible with support from the
Biodiversity Challenge Fund.
Alan McDonnell, Conservation Manager,
Trees for Life

Restoring Glen Affric’s Rare
Montane Woodland Habitat
Montane trees grown from seed at Dundreggan nursery © Trees for Life

C

amban bothy, Glen Affric. It’s a
beautiful spring day not long after
I’ve come to work for Trees for Life
and I’m pinching myself that I get to walk
deep into this glen, assess the progress
of woodlands planted over the previous
twenty years and call it ‘work’. Near the
bothy, behind a deer fence protecting the
habitat, I’d been startled and delighted to
find some classic woodland plants, like
bluebell, wood sage and bugle, growing
amongst young trees planted by volunteers
over the previous twenty years. These forest
floor plants have emerged from a seed
bank amidst a landscape almost entirely
blanketed by uniform heathers and grasses.
They’re an inkling of the diversity this land
could sustain.
I look up and across at the far side of the
glen. At Camban, the glen is vast and steep
sided, peering westwards down the valley
we see towards the sea at Morvich and
Loch Duich. The opposite side of the glen
holds another young woodland planted by
Trees for Life and landowners, the National
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Trust for Scotland. I can’t get there today,
but from here, Fionngleann looks like it’s
coming on nicely, with birch and alder
prominent behind the shelter of a deer
fence. Higher up though, some empty crags
tell a less encouraging story.
Glen Affric has some of the rarest
mountain woodland species in the UK.
Steep crags, unreachable by browsing
animals, hold colonies of rare willows.
These ‘wee trees’ would once have been
part of a much more extensive forest
network, stretching well above our present
treeline. These high altitude habitats provide
a naturally rich transition between hillside
woodlands and the wind-battered heaths
clinging to lofty mountaintops. They’re a
source of food, shade and shelter for wildlife
and soil. They offer a final sanctuary to
mammals, birds and bugs before pushing
over to the next glen in the quest to reach
new territory. Now absent from so much of
our landscape, mountain woodlands are a
missing link in nature. The question in my
head that spring day at Camban was: ‘when

Nursery assistant Emma collects Salix lapponum cuttings from remote crags in Gleann na Ciche © Trees for Life
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60-second Interview

Hamish Darrah, Archaeological Wood Specialist

H

amish Darrah is an archaeological
wood specialist who gained his degree
in archaeology at the University of
the Highlands and Islands in 2018. We
managed to catch up with him just before
he headed off to Dublin to begin his Masters
degree in Experimental Archaeology at
University College Dublin.

matched together to strengthen the signal
and form a site chronology. This can then
be cross referenced with wider references
chronologies of known date and source,
be that oak or pine or whatever type of
wood we would be investigating, to provide
a precise date for the structure and a
provenance for the timber.

How would you define your particular
specialism and how did you end up going
down this specific route in archaeology?

You combine green woodworking
experimental archaeology with your
dendrochronology work – does this help you
understand more about the objects that you
work on?

I would describe myself as an
archaeological wood specialist. This
involves investigating how wooden artefacts
and structures were made in the past. I
undertake wood species identification
and I am a dendrochronological
technician, working primarily with Dr.
Coralie Mills of Dendrochronicle. I also
do green woodworking and experimental
archaeology. This work allows me to follow
my passion for archaeology, combined
with my love of trees and woodworking. I
love trees and woodland because they are
effectively living heritage.
Dendrochronology is a fascinating technique
– could you describe a bit what you do when
carrying out this work?
This involves taking samples from structures.
We typically have to take cores from a
related group of structural timbers, using a
drill to extract them. Each core is mounted
in a holder then sanded using various
grades of sandpaper so that it can then be
analysed using a microscope and measured
very carefully to capture the tree ring data.
So far my work has revolved around taking
and preparing samples. The onward process
uses bespoke computer software to record
and analyse the ring width sequences and
these create specific data signals, which are
unique to that sample and site. Sequences
from related groups of samples are cross28 – ISSUE 39

Yes, absolutely! I think that understanding
how artefacts or structures are made and
the process involved, especially the multiple
different processes, gives you a really unique
perspective and understanding of objects,
artefacts or structures. I have found it
invaluable in my own development and skill
set, in terms of being able to apply learned
knowledge through doing woodwork and
seeing this through the archaeology I’m
working on. Having the ability to interpret
tool marks and the manner in which the
wood has been converted from a living tree
can be really helpful and informative.
Is there a particular type of wooden
object that you would like to find on an
archaeological site?
I don’t think I have a particular object that
I would like to find, but what drives me
is finding objects that allow us to have a
tangible connection to the people or person
that made that object or structure and feel a
link to that person and the experience they
had of making that object. Objects with rich
biographies really inspire me – objects that
have stories to tell. Though I would love to
have the opportunity to work on a prehistoric
woodworking assemblage!

Do you have a time period that you are most
interested in or does any wooden object
allow you to explore the themes and stories
that you are interested in?
For my work its really important to
understand woodworking from multiple
periods – and that’s my aim.
For example, I am currently working on the
South-East Scotland Oak Dendrochonology
project with Coralie. This involves taking
wood samples for tree ring dating from
buildings which have the potential to have
native grown oak originating from southeast Scotland. Through this we have begun
to expand the oak record and reveal
fascinating aspects of the history of buildings
such as St. Giles Cathedral, Edinburgh,
St. Mary’s Church, Haddington, George
Heriot’s School, Traquair House, Ancrum
Bridge and Neidpath Castle.
What is the most unusual or remarkable site
or object that you have worked on?
All the projects have been great, but
the most exciting opportunity I have had
is to participate on the ongoing postexcavation project on the waterlogged wood
assemblage from the Medieval Carmelite
Friary of Whitefriars in Perth, excavated by
Derek Hall. A number of amazing wooden
artefacts have been preserved there due to
the anaerobic site conditions. This is where
there has been a long-term lack of oxygen
in the ground due to waterlogging. There
have been incredible wooden artefacts
from burials including timbers from multiple
wood-lined graves and grave goods such
as delicate wooden rods. Undertaking the
analysis of this has been really fascinating,
it’s really exciting! It’s very intimate
archaeology in a way, because you are
dealing with burials, and a final resting
place of someone – you do not get much
closer to an individual than that. As I was

saying about the biographies of material
culture – the potential stories that we can
tell about these wooden artefacts are really
extensive and it’s hard to see an end to
the interpretation of them and the different
questions that we can apply to this material.
It’s been superb, and we are continuing to
find out more.
Is this kind of research an example of why
you think that your specialism is important?
Yes. I believe my specialism is important
because it is vital that our wood heritage is
recorded and understood. The value of this
is immense in terms of understanding our
ancestors and our historic environment. I feel
that the importance of this has not been fully
appreciated, particularly in Scotland, and
more needs to be done to raise awareness
of this, to ensure that we can explore the
potential knowledge and understanding that
it can unlock.
Archaeology Scotland would like to thank
Hamish for taking time out from his busy
schedule for having a chat with us. To find
out more about the work that Hamish does
you can visit the Dendrochronicle Website:
http://dendrochronicle.co.uk/
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Dendrochronology
by Marcia Cook, Coralie Mills and Jennifer
Thoms
Forestry and Land Scotland, 2020
PDF, 118 pages, free
ISBN: 978-1-9160160-3-3

P

art of Forestry Land Scotland’s set of
‘Outdoor Archaeological Learning’
resources, ‘Dendrochronology’ provides
an exciting and engaging journey through
tree-ring dating. This innovatively designed
and beautifully illustrated booklet provides
activities which allow you to create your
own tree-ring sequences and learn how
these could be used. Aimed at teachers,
archaeological educators, youth group
leaders, and anyone that has an interest in
the technique, it empowers you confidently
to introduce the topic, its principles, and
lead the activities as a cross-disciplinary
subject, aligned with the Curriculum of
Excellence.
It begins with an introduction to dendrochronology, explaining how a tree lays
down new wood to create rings, providing
a basis for understanding how to generate
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books

tree-ring sequences, and use them to date
sites and objects through sample crossreferencing. It does not shy away from using
the technical terms, instead, these are used
intelligently throughout the text and are
well explained. Dendrochronology shows
readers how environmental and climatic
processes can influence tree growth, and
how dendrochronologists take samples and
use ‘regional reference chronologies’ to
understand this.
However, it isn’t all science! The booklet
also provides a fascinating insight into the
history of dendrochronology. As with a lot of
archaeological science, dating sites was not
the first intended use of this method, it was
understanding how our climate has changed
that pushed it forward.
Three practical activities are included
within the booklet. These are thoroughly
explained and usefully include example
questions which can be posed to the
learners. Each activity is introduced by use
of a real-life example, which shows how the
method you are using is applied in the real
world.
The first activity uses a tree ring recording
strip to investigate and record a real

tree trunk section and is
introduced by looking at
the dendrochronology of
timbers at Stirling Castle.
This foundation activity
puts into practice the
methodologies and concepts
introduced in the first part
of the booklet. It leaves you
with a clear understanding
of the first stages of tree-ring
dating: recording the rings,
identifying the age of the
sample, creating a floating
chronology and starting
to assess the climate and
environmental conditions in
which the tree was growing.
Activity two takes this to
the next level, with example
of Buiston Crannog. Using
the skills developed in
activity one, you must
create a 100-year sequence
using information from
five different tree-ring
cores. This is a much more
complex task, but important
reminders are included in
the text to help you to avoid
any potential pitfalls. You

then can apply this to dating
an imagined Viking ship.
The questions for learners in
this section are particularly
useful for introducing
archaeological time
concepts, such as terminus
post quem.
By the final activity, the
learners are working as
dendrochronologists,
building floating
chronologies and converting
them to dated regional
reference chronologies,
spanning over 1,000
years. The activity is well
introduced by the example
of the analysis of the oak
capitals from Hamilton
Palace.
This booklet presents
challenging but fun
activities for learners, from
late primary school age
onwards. It encourages
learners to get outside
and look more closely
at woodlands, timbers in
archaeological sites and
those in historic buildings.

Competition

Forestry and Land Scotland
have given us two framed
prints of the oak and pine
tree ring linocuts by Liz
Myhill. For a chance to win
a print, just email j.thoms@
archaeologyscotland.org.uk
with your name and address
and answer to the following
question: what type of plant
cells form a tree ring? The
closing date for entries is
20 October 2020.

It is a fantastic introduction
to dendrochronology to
those who might consider
archaeological science as a
future career, an area where
more specialists are urgently
required.
Review by Lisa Brown,
Archaeological Science
Manager, HES
The pdf can be downloaded
free of charge from https://
forestryandland.gov.scot/
what-we-do/biodiversityand-conservation/historicenvironment-conservation/
learning/dendrochronology
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In common with so many other
charities, the COVID-19 emergency has
hit us hard ... our most valuable asset
is our people, and that includes our
members.
If every member could sign up one other person or
family to join Archaeology Scotland, this would make
a big difference – and put us on an even stronger
footing to advocate for archaeology, and inspire
learning into the future. Thank you!
https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/join-us/
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